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Abstract 
It is no gain saying that hip hop music has contributed immensely in national 

development and unity. Aside government’s criticism in the artist Volga language 

and integrated social emancipation, not withstanding, some hip-hop stars who 

have become geniuses in the scene either use their songs for praise, 

encouragement, and in some cases to inform the government as well as mobilizing 

the masses on happenings in society. Its embracement by street youths have now 

drawn to the youths not just fame but also self-recognition in society. This speaks 

clearly that there is even more to come in the future, even if we discard the giant 

strides hip hop music in Nigeria has propelled to national oneness. Some notable 

avant-garde to be cited in this paper are Timaya and Dunkan Mighty using their 

select music as data. This paper investigates imparts of mother-tongue usage in 

the song text of the aforementioned musicians as a medium for amelioration and 

cultural promotion and identity as a tool and prospect to harness and to further 

enhance and ameliorate for promotion, thereby exposing the tangible and 

intangible cultural heritage on their visual screen from images. Using the 

observatory and literal methods in the collation of data, the paper recommends 

the encouragement of the hip-hop style and genre of music as an approach and 

medium to resurrect our culture which is fast going into extinction for 

preservation, national unity and socio-economic development respectively. 
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Introduction: 

The Naija hip-pop music is on a dimension where our mother played a major impact in 

the music unless the Western hip-pop music. The involvement of these mother tongues 

has a specific way it transmits the message of the music to the common people of the 

society, creating a great sense of belonging, and bringing excitement to all. Okafor (2012) 

states that: 

It is now a long way from the first principles when man’s most novel 

activity and the meaning of culture was deliberate tillage of the ground 

for production necessary for his survival. Culture now embraces the 

whole complex of human achievement in ideas, words, actions, symbols, 

and works intended by mankind to give fuller meaning and expression to 

life in the cosmos. (p. 4)  

He further says that: 

Culture originated everywhere from man’s response to the diversities and 

dynamics of his whole environment. The experience of each generation is 

transmitted to the succeeding generation, which uses them to build upon 

and creates its legacy. As dynamics of the environment are varied, and as 

the environment has many facets, there should be matching responses or 

there could be sad consequences. (p. 4)  

 

The Webstar’s Dictionary of English Language (International Edition) defines “Culture” as the 

training and development of the mind, it gives another meaning as the social and religious 

structures and intellectual and artistic manifestations (p. 236), whereas it gives the meaning 

of “mother tongue” as one native language (p. 65),  the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary 

English (third edition) defines “Culture” as the Ideas, belief and customs that are shared and 

accepted by the people in a society (p. 330), it further defines “mother tongue” as the first 

and main language that you learn as a child (p. 928). 

 

In this definition one realizes that culture is the totality of man’s existence, it speaks 

volumes of a man’s accents and even influences his dressing and attitude to an extent. 

Meanwhile judging from a musician view, as regards indigenous music, the musician will 

see himself been indebted to his tribe, thereby making public his culture either by song 

text, costume, meal, and any other natural inheritance of the musician’s locality 

establishing his nativity, region, or nationality, creating a balanced acceptance of his area. 
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Emergence of Hip-Hop music in Nigeria 

Hip-Hop music in Nigeria dates back to the eighties and nineties Joseph in Oikelome 

(2010). According to Adebiyi in Oikelome (2010), the emergence of African American 

rapper on exile in Nigeria, Ibrahim salim Omari brought about the release of the first 

Nigeria rap album having its title to be “I am African”. It was this music that motivated 

other artistes like “the remedies” and the plantation Boys. The remedies group (comprising 

three skillful youths: Eddy “Montana” Brown, Eedris abdukareem, and Tong Tetuila) did 

the recording of the first album titled “peace in Nigeria”. This album initiated what we 

now know as the afro hip hop culture in Nigeria. (Adebiyi, 2008). After meeting 

commercial success, remedies led to the emergence of the group like Daniel Wilson, Junior 

Pretty weird Mc and bembe Aladisa. These first generation of artistes copied their peers in 

the United States of America (Adebiyi, p. 90). However, the later trends in the 90’s till date 

now shows that they have distinguished themselves from the foreign hip- hop music to a 

now localized and indigenized mode of expression. This major development of the hip-

hop music came between 2000 - 2007 and saw the emergence of the hip-hop artistes from 

the Niger delta area like Timaya, Dunkan Mighty and African China etc. 

 

Cultural Identity 

As earlier said, according to the definition of the Longman Dictionary regarding the 

meaning of culture and mother tongue, it is through the people’s concept of music that 

their culture can be identified. The understanding of culture in this context will embrace 

the belief and customs that are shared and are acceptable to the people of society. It will 

however constitute without discarding the language as this identifies one’s tribe from 

others amongst other aspects of the culture. Culture can also be seen as the knowledge, 

language, values, norms and material objects that are passed from one person to another 

and from one generation to the next in the human society, where as a society is composed 

of people, a culture is composed of ideas, behavior and materials possession. Society and 

culture are independent yet none can exist without the other. Giami (2018) says:  

 

One method of finding out about the culture of a people is to examine how 

they conceptualize their music. Music and musical instruments serve as 

culture indicators; musical instruments probably present the most 

diversified sources of information on the artistic values, religion, belief, 

family, life and the general social structure of a society.  Every 

standardized procedure in an ethnic group is an element of its culture. It 

is the symbol and rhythm that provides the key to the African spirit and 

culture.  
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Culture can be divided into two major parts, material and non-material cultures. Material 

culture consist of the physical or tangible creations that members of the family makes, use 

and share. Initially, items of material culture begin as raw material and resources such as 

gold, trees and crude oil that can be transformed into usable items through the aid of 

technological approaches. While non-material culture consists of abstract creations of art 

or intangible human creations like music that influences the people’s behavior, although 

details of individuals culture vary widely, all creatures have four common non-material 

components which contributes to both harmony and strife. These components are the 

Symbols, Language, Values and Norms. 

 

Symbols - A symbol is anything that meaningfully represents something. Symbols express 

abstract concept with visible object Example is a flag which can stand for patriotism, values 

and belief. Other symbols transmit other types of ideas or for instance a siren sound 

denotes emergency situation for which people must clear the way. 

 

Language - Language is a set of symbols that expresses ideas and enable people think and 

communicate with one another. Two ways this expression can be made is verbal (spoken) 

and non-verbal (written or gestured). Language helps us describe reality. One very 

attribute of man is the ability to use language to share his experience, knowledge and 

feelings with others, from the functionalist perspective, language is a stabilizing force in a 

society for it is the medium through which children learn about their culture heritage and 

develop a sense of personal identity in relationship to their community 

 

Values -Values are collective ideas about what is right or wrong, good or bad, desirable or 

undesirable. While values provide belief about behavior, they do not state explicitly how 

people should behave. Norms on the other hand states how values can be achieved. 

 

Norms -These establishes rules of behaviors or standards and code of conduct perspective 

the (norms) state whether behavior is appropriate or acceptable E.g. singing different styles 

of hip- hop music, reggae or samba. Meanwhile there are two types of norms; written 

down norms, which are prescriptive laws stating punishment for violators and 

proscriptive laws, that are folkways types, which are informal or everyday customary laws 

that can be violated with no serious consequences by the violator. 

 

Ethnographic Parameters in the Nature of a Cultural Society 

A cultural society is a large group of people that shares the same geographical territory 

and is subject to the same political authority and dominant cultural expectations. It is a 

population of people (or other social animals) who organize themselves in a cooperative 
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manner to carry out the major functions of life including reproduction, sustenance, shelter 

and defense. It is important to distinguish a cultural society and population. For while the 

latter implies nothing about social organization, the former stresses the inter relationship 

amongst the members of the population. A population can be a number of people counted 

or considered within a certain environment whereas a (cultural) society is a population 

that is organized in some defined way. A society is distinguished by the following 

 

1. Population 

2. Geographical territory 

3. Inter- relationship 

4. Culture 

From the concept, the musician is not an exception, since he is part of a geographical entity 

within a population or a cultural society. The Hip-Hop musician also comes from a cultural 

society just like every other artiste and needs to promote his culture. 

 

Hip-hop does communicate like other forms of art, hip hop music is to an extent bound to 

be influence by the culture of its artiste to a great extent, in pictorial messages or song text 

message. Hip hop music is a culture of the young and there are times it can only be 

understood by the young people. Since the bulk of its admirers (the young people) are 

youths, it is therefore a means of communicating message to them. The close relationship 

that exist between music and language is in their ability to communicate. Among different 

cultures, the way their music flow depends on their word usage or the text, some of the 

linguistic features such as stress tone, length, duration, intonation and so on are also use 

in music. The influence of language on music does not end in the formation of song texts, 

it also extends to the language of the text taking a special form and therefore functions in 

a social-cultural way. Especially from an African experience, the text of a song is often 

considered more important than the tune due to the spontaneous impact and effect it 

produces on the instance. 

 

Akpabot (1998) asserts that another special characteristic of an African song is that 

language used in the song text differs many times from that of ordinary 

discourse. It is possible to say things in a song that a singer cannot say in 

ordinary discourse. A singer takes great liberty with the text of a song. He 

can shorten or lengthen a vowel, use untranslatable words and criticize 

the establishments (p. 75) 
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According to Merriam (1964) 

In song, the individual or the group can apparently express deep-seated 

feelings not permissible verbalized in other context…that singing itself 

gives the freedom to express thoughts, ideas and comments which cannot 

be stated badly in normal language situation. It appears then that song 

text because of the special kind of licence that singing apparently gives, 

afford an extremely useful means for obtaining kinds of information 

which are not otherwise easily accessible. (Merriam, p. 193) 

 

The hip hop song text is gradually showcasing our mother tongue, that is our native 

language to the world unnoticed, and in doing this, the regions that had no national regard 

and places in skim of national acceptance in time past are beginning to gain grounds in 

present day. 

 

The Artist Song Text 

Dunkan Migthy 

Intro 

It’s a Port-Harcourt 1st son. Wene mighty, 

Wene mighty lee and it’s a true life storye. 

And I thank the lord because, 

 

Chorus  

The hand of Jesus has buttered my bread o! 

Hallelu, Hallelu, Halleluya, 

(emmanu aka Jehova) butter my bread o! 

Hallelu, Hallelu, Halleluya, 

When I remembered my past in poverty, 

When I’m passing on the road them go dey laugh me, 

When I remember my past e no easy, but right now I’ now a celebrity 

 

Verse 1 

Do you know that God is God and God can never be a man oh, 

At all at all oh you know, that tini you sow 

Na the same thing wey you go rep o 

(back up voices) 

wene that one dee, 

some go come do like say na dem love you 

when you try give them chance them go kill you 
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I remember when my mother bin dey suffer from bleeding 

For eighteen years, she wake in the morning, 

She go look up to the sky, she go cry ee, 

I dey ask God why my father go dey, 

Carry my mama dey waka from place to place. 

Make she save, my papa people run, my mother people run, 

Everybody run but when God come, God heal my mother,  

God save my mother and bless my talent, bless my mother. 

DC – Chorus 

 

Verses 2 

Shabi u no what it means when you are coming from the ghetto u no need to fumble, 

I was living in a face me I face you house 

You need to see the morning trouble when you want to baf you have to dey for cue you are waiting 

for the person wey first enter the toiletie, 

It is a physical told true life story, true life story. 

And when you want to jollyficate police go enter dey search your pocket, them slap you  well wel, 

wel, wel. 

It is a physical told true story, true life story, 

But right now army stand for my gate oh! Na God’s grace, DC – Chorus 

Imamma, imela  Jehova Anama Sigi imamma imela  Jehova, 

Imamma, imamma, imela jehova, imamma, imamma, imela Jehova, 

No it is the hand work of Jesus and it’s not by own ability,  

Now I’m the pride, I’m the king, I’m the love, I’m the joy of my families, 

And my relatives, it is a physically told true life story, 

So make una come make we thank the lord, I no fit shouto, 

DC – Chorus. 

 

Timaya’s Ogologomaya 

(Intro) 

Oh …. Oh …. Oh …. in eh eh, 

Oh, oh oh ouh oh eh ahe ein eh eh 

Chorus  

Ogologomaya Jehova ogologomaya 

Ogologomaya ogologomaya ogologomaya Chineke, 

 

Stanzas 1 

Why you dey cry oh,  
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Brother make you clan your eyes e oh e in, 

Since u dey tink u dey cry oh and u see say u don solve oh e in, 

Why u dey tink e oh, u don soliloquizes oh, 

When u dey soliloquize e oh, say dem go tink say u don kolo e oh, 

Clean your eyes oh my brother e no be your fault oh, 

You too don waka you don tire my brother don’t knock your life oh 

D.S to chorus 

Raping in Urhobo language, 

 

Stanzas 2 

Sometimes e go good oh eh, sometimes e go bad oh,  

Sometimes e go better oh eh, sometimes e go worst oh, sometimes e go be like say u escort people 

come dis world o 

So clean ur eyes eh my brother no be your fault o oh, 

Cos u don walk u don tire my brother ride on with ur life oh. 

D.S to chorus 

 

Stanzas 3 

Minanaemi Tamamakubo emi oh (Ijaw Language) 

God u are good eh, I will give u all the praise oh, 

D time I dey suffer na so so palaba, 

Now I am better o, I mean am wela, 

Na where una dey io eh  eh d time I dey suffer, 

I don geti house oh eh oh, I don born pikin oh eh oh, 

I don get moni oh eh oh, I drive my oen car 

Das why I say. 

 

Song Text Analysis 

In Dunkan Mightys C.D Titled legacy, he gave a narration of his autobiography with a 

description of some social inhuman conditions. He further told a story sitting how his 

mother got ill for 18 years but both members of his father’s family and mothers’ family 

neglected them while in that predicaments. This particular story is predominantly narrated 

in stanzas of the music, the stanzas two was characteristic analyzed story of himself as one 

who once lived in a ghetto environment, passing through the experience of the harassment 

of police but right now he is a celebrity. His pidgin is mixed with his cultural mother 

tongue Ikwerre Language in Rivers State e.g Wene meaning Brother, then in igbo language 

Amana sigi imamma imella jehova (God) aka jehova, meaning you know that the hand of 

God. 
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Song Sext Transliteration 

Ikwerre/igbo English meaning 

1. Wene (ikwerre) Brother 

2. Anama sigi nmamma, imella I am saying thank you, well done God 

3. Imanu aka Jehovah Do you know that the hand of God has 

buttered my bread 

 

The narration in the music (song text) continued in the (shortest) stanzas 3 adoring and 

magnifying God’s goodness on his life, as he told us in the patting part of the music, how 

he is now the pride, king and loved one in the family and his relatives and finally ended 

with the chorus, which started and ended the music and is a reoccurring decimal after each 

stanza. In general view the song text of the music is a very pathetic one, but it is not 

different from others in the Niger Delta Area of Hip Hop music stars in Nigeria. 

 

Ogologomaya (Timaya) 

In this Timaya’s ogologomaya one observes that although Ogologo is an igbo word used by 

the artiste added (Maya) which really means mighty or big, has got no significant meaning, 

so one can say he made use of a meaningful word and combined it with non-translatable 

syllables e.g eh, eh ea, ea, au, oh oeh, however, he also uses poetic stanzas form in his song 

text with stanzas 1 preaching consolation message to all men who has struggled and toiled 

so much, but yet had not met any success all through their life. It continued in stanzas 2 

with other different words but preaching the same consolatory message asking men to 

expect both good, bad, better and worst situations in life, so crying eyes should clean it up 

and go ahead with life. 

 

Stanzas 3 depicts his contemporary approach in music, praising God and asking, (maybe) 

his relatives where about when life worries was a challenge in his life, but now he is settled 

by the goodness of the almighty God. His music also followed the intro, chorus and stanzas 

formula just like his fellow artist acquaintance respectively. The two-artist discoursed 

whom are Dunkan mighty and Timaya has command in the usage of pidgin English in 

their music and were able to use it to communicate very meaningful ideas through their 

music to the general public. 

 

Conclusion  

The Pop Musician’s approach of mixture of song text of their cultural background and 

mother tongue is creating mastery of pidgin English in tonality balance, the speech, 

rhythm and sound relativity is also gaining ground conforming with some academically 

accepted principles in both written and oral tradition styles of the language usage. In line 
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with structure of accented and non-accented words of mother tongue usage and 

techniques, both orally and documented. 

 

Recommendation  

The mixture of song text of the artiste cultural background and mother tongue, and the 

borrowed English language should be encouraged and given a high priority as its impact 

on the people has caused and enhanced self-realization and mental decolonization in 

relation to cultural perspective. According to public views and opinions especially from 

the aged people whom did not have a proper education in their youthful age, “Web follow 

up the because our children who are musicians, after singing with pidgin English, still 

interprets it to us in our own local language. Aside that, they are also making our 

indigenous language popular too, remember, that we had only three popular languages in 

this country before now, but their usage of our language is creating national acceptance 

informally and gradually”. 
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